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• We love FOSDEM
• Novell sponsor
• 4\textsuperscript{th} time
• Again approx. 30 Novell/SUSE ppl
• 20 talks (3 from the community)
• openSUSE edu, Embedded on the booth
? - changes ...

- Coolo is sick
- Zonker Keynote
- Better Video recordings

- Smaller Room ... bring some fresh air
2008 – releases

- 11.0 very successful release (64% more downloads)
- 25k PromoDVDs in 2 months ....
- Only 6 months later: 11.1, + 5% (bad timing?)
- Overall reaction to 11.x – it Rocks!
2008 – what else ....

- forums.o.o
- features.o.o
- contrib
- First elected board
- Explosion of weekly news
- Building marketing team
- First external release party in nuremberg :-)}
2009 – what is missing?

- “spokesperson” program
  - More local groups/support
  - Better distribution of DVDs

- Translations (news/software.o.o)?
- Contributions, Co-maintainer (factory)
- Trademarks (based on openSUSE)
- Rethink release schedule
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